An approach to achieve absolute planarity characterization of an x-ray mirror through an interferometric method is presented. With three measurements and two nominally flat auxiliary mirrors, the radius of curvature and the slope profile of a nominally flat x-ray mirror are retrieved. The height profile is then calculated through integration of the slope profile and merging this information with the radius of curvature knowledge. The method is explained in detail and a measurement example is provided. A comparison with a state-of-the-art deflectometric method is shown, with an agreement level of about 0.14 nm rms.
Introduction
The importance of having a reliable and very precise characterization of x-ray mirrors is quite evident in synchrotron technique, where every small departure from a perfect surface is affecting the propagation of the beam and the quality of the focus. In particular for free electron lasers, the intrinsic spatial and temporal coherence of the beam produces an amplification of the distortions, with coherent effects rising up during the beam propagation. The resulting intensity patterns and focus shape modifications can put a strong limitation on the quality of the beam and therefore of the experiments. There are several projects of new x-ray facilities around the world, with always more challenging specifications, higher intensities and faster repetition rates, and the optics requirements are going in the same direction. One of the more common setups is to use a couple of offset mirrors to separate the x-ray beam from spontaneous radiation, and at least an additional mirror to distribute the beam among the experimental stations. Because of the very low wavelength, x-ray mirrors are reflected in grazing incidence, with an angle value in the order of milliradians. That's also the main reason why they are designed to be long and narrow: being the incidence angle so close to 90° in respect to the surface normal, the projected footprint needs a long mirror to avoid masking and to maintain a brilliant reflected beam. A secondary effect of such a setup is that every figure error of the mirror is desensitized by the shallow angle, and this effect partially compensates the higher sensitivity to the surface defects due to the very short wavelength. Despite that, the requirements for the mirrors are remaining tight and challenging, on the order of magnitude of few nanometers or few tenths of nanoradians peak-to-valley.
The material, which these mirrors are made of, is glass or silicon; the latter is usually preferred for its excellent mechanical and thermal properties. The surface is preliminarily polished with a classical mechanical polishing, then accurately measured, and finally polished with a deterministic polishing process, as ion-beam figuring [1, 2] , atmospheric plasma-jet surface processing [3] , or elastic-emission-machining [4] . The availability and potential high accuracy of these advanced polishing methods has reinforced the connection between manufacturing and surface metrology, and an accurate metrology of the mirrors has become the key factor to have the deterministic polishing fully effective. The common way to provide such metrology is Fizeau interferometry, even if new measuring approaches based on laser deflectometry are also possible [5] in particular for x-ray optics [6] .
Fizeau interferometry is a relative technique: it is always a comparison between a test surface and a reference one. If the quality required for the test surface is close to or even better than that of the reference surface, an absolute method has to be used.
One of the reference methods is the three-flat test [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Three nominally flat surfaces are examined, comparing each other in a particular sequence, introducing also a rotation, for a total of four measurements. The interferograms are then processed with a suitable algorithm to work out the absolute shape of all the three flats. When only the measurement of one of them would be interesting, a particular scheme with only three measurements has been proposed [12] . This method has the advantage of the flats remaining in their mechanical assembly, avoiding any mounting and dismounting from the interferometer and allowing a high stability. Unfortunately, the necessity to do a rotation of one of the flats is remaining. This operation can be a problem for big flats, not only for technical reasons but also because the mechanical constraints against gravity are different and this effect can limit the accuracy of the method.
Methods using only one flat and the test mirror, with two or more measurements carried out after small translations of one optic respect to the other one, have been also proposed [13] [14] [15] [16] . In the [13] , a FFT method is applied to four derivative maps, obtained from interferometric measurements with corresponding translations of one flat respect to the other one. The reconstruction is called 'quasi-absolute', because the spherical and astigmatic part cannot be retrieved. In the [14] [15] [16] , the influence of the linear stage is estimated by the measurements according to a simple model. However, a metrological and absolute measurement of the surface is still difficult to be obtained, mainly because of the radius of curvature, that in last generation x-ray optics is particularly important.
We here propose a different scheme that has several advantages. In comparison with the three-flat test [12] , it eliminates the need for any rotation in the case that only one 1D profile of the test mirror is of interest. This is often the case with x-ray mirrors, due to the grazing incidence usage and the relatively narrow size of the beam. In comparison with other differential approaches [13] [14] [15] [16] , it delivers an absolute profile without having to correct the stage contribution but measuring directly the spherical contribution; using a non-normal incidence setup, it is not limited by the Fizeau aperture but it can be used for longer mirrors: in many cases, stitching can be avoided. An example of measurement, with a comparison with another metrology lab, is presented: the two measurements are agreeing on the 0.1 nm level, a very high precision level when we compare with previous literature [17] .
Radius of curvature measurement
If we repeat the measurements already shown in previous paper [12] but without using the rotation, we have information only on the symmetric part of the profile figure. For clarity, in figure 1 we report the setup we used.
We indicate as ( ) K x , ( ) M x and ( ) L x the planarity error of the three surfaces along their 1D profile, taken for example in correspondence of their center, with x axis locally defined on each surface. From the measurements shown on figure 1, we have the following set of equations:
in which we preferred to put everything explicit without using the formalism of flipping and scaling operators [11] . The ( ) −x argument indicates a flipping of the coordinate system, while
is the correction factor due to the non-normal incidence. In case of x-ray mirrors, they are often longer than the available beam diameter, and to measure the full aperture with the best sensitivity the best angle of incidence is set following the formula ( ) α = D X arcsin / , with D the flats diameter and X the length of the x-ray mirror. From the set of equations (1) and (2) it is impossible to derive the absolute profile L(x), but if we compute
and we take only the symmetric part of the result, the contribution of ( ) M x is canceled. From the result we can then calculate the curvature of ( ) L x profile with a proper fitting. Unfortunately, the procedure shown above is not enough to work out the absolute profile of the optics to sub-nm accuracy. The reason is that we have still an unknown contribution from the term [ ( )
that cannot be wiped out. This error is related to the quality of the flat ( ) M x : depending on its quality, it cannot be better than several nm rms [9] .
Sub-nm accurate profile measurement
To perform an absolute measurement of the profile with sub-nm accuracy it is needed to add a third measurement, identical to the second one but with a small translation of the mirror under test along its length (figure 2).
If such displacement is d, we have:
Combining equations (1) and (5), we obtain an approximate measurement of the local profile slope:
and we can derive the height profile by integrating the slope
The final absolute height profile is then worked out combining the information coming from equations (4) and (6), basically to compensate for the unknown spherical contribution introduced by the not perfectly parallel translation. The formula
produces some filtering in the spatial frequency domain, as explained in [13] . As a guideline for the setup choice, the first zero of the Modulation Transfer Function is in ν = d 1/
x and a value of 64% is achieved on
x . An additional filtering would be introduced also from the pixel square integration, but this is considered negligible if the translation is 15 pixels or more. The filtering effect is comparable to the one occurring on the slope profilometers due to the finite size of the measuring beam, also on the mm scale.
Demonstration of the method
To test the method, we measured an ion-beam polished silicon mirror using a commercial Fizeau interferometer and two auxiliary flats. The mirror is 150 mm long while the Fizeau has 100 mm diameter beam aperture. The auxiliary flats have the same diameter. We report in table 1 the specifications of the mirror and in table 2 the specifications of the Fizeau and the flats. The measurements sequence is as follow:
(a) The setup with the cavity between the two auxiliary flats is placed and aligned as depicted in figure 1(a) . The measurement is performed and the result is stored as 'meas1'. (b) We insert the silicon mirror and we move the second flat to create the setup in figure 1(b) . We align the mirror and the return flat. The measurement is performed and saved as 'meas2'. (c) The mirror is translated by a small amount, corresponding to about 10 pixels on the interferometer camera and 1.5 mm in the mirror length axis in this particular example. The two auxiliary flats are not touched nor realigned. The measurement is performed and saved as 'meas3'.
A picture of the setup in non-normal incidence is shown in figure 3 .
The typical result is shown in figure 4 as a map. The central profile is then worked out from the map.
The data analysis is then performed in this way:
(a) We calculate the subtraction between 'meas2' and 'meas1'. We correct the resulting map by the correction factor, following equation (4): in this example the angle is about 42°. We extract the central profile from the map and we perform the spherical fitting. The radius of curvature is then calculated: in this example it was 1890 Km (figure 5). (b) We calculate the subtraction between 'meas3' and 'meas2'. We correct the resulting map by the correction factor and the displacement, to have the slope map as described by the equation (6). The central profile is then extracted and integrated. From the resulting profile, we calculate the spherical contribution and we remove it. Then, we add the sphere calculated in the previous step ( figure 6 ). The final result is an absolute, highly accurate profile of the mirror surface. If the noise level is low enough, the result has a sub-nm accuracy level and the influence from the auxiliary flats quality is canceled. To have a lower noise result, in every step we averaged 200 interferometer measurements; with our instrument this is relatively easy to do and takes only about 10 min.
To judge the quality of the result, we compared this result with the one carried out on another metrology laboratory on the same mirror. The second profile was obtained with a completely different instrument, a sub-nm precision profilometer (NOM) in use in HZB-BESSY laboratory in Berlin, a metrology laboratory for x-ray mirrors with high-resolution slope measurements capability. The result is shown in figure 7 , limiting the analysis in the clear aperture of the mirror where the ion beam polishing is most effective. The height difference between the two profiles has a root-mean-square of 0.14 nm and a Peak-to-Valley of 0.8 nm. As a comparison, the statistics of the profile measured with the NOM is rms 0.51 nm and P-V 2.8 nm, while the profile measured at XFEL is rms 0.52 nm and P-V 3.1 nm.
Conclusions
A method to measure the absolute profile of an x-ray mirror with an oblique incidence setup, using a Fizeau interferometer and two auxiliary flats, has been described. An example of a measurement on a real mirror has been provided, showing a promising indication that sub-nm accuracy (rms) could be reached. We are planning to do an extensive investigation about the influence of stage errors, incidence angle errors, air turbulence, thermal and mechanical drifts in the future. This result places the interferometric method at the same top limit as the current metrology level available with the best highresolution slope measurements. The current limitations of the method are that it is delivering just a single profile and not a 2D-map, even if this profile is reliable and free from systematic errors. Another limitation is the reduced spatial resolution, due to the translation, that can be anyway controlled and optimized in real cases.
In the future, we are planning to apply this method on longer mirrors, up to 1 m. This implies a much longer cavity, so the environment conditions could limit the final accuracy of the method, with the noise and variability of the measurements increasing considerably. The repeatability of the approach should then be assessed. Implementing such a method for long mirrors would be very important for the future x-ray optics projects around the facilities. One of the most interesting issues is to be able to perform a sub-nm measurement using a different method besides long trace profilometry, providing an independent metrological characterization of the mirrors. Due to the limited number of measurements required and to the high speed and effectiveness of the data reduction processing, the method here described could be of value not only for final characterization, but also to assist the manufacture of high quality mirrors by deterministic polishing, which is often optimized for the central profile of the mirror.
